Winter Pool Care Instructions
Chlorine
How to make a POOL EASIER TO CLEAN IN THE SPRING and SAVE MONEY at the same time!
- Store Pool Chemicals Away from Pool Equipment
Put the chemicals in a well ventilated area away from pool ladders, pumps, etc. The
chemicals should be sealed in their original containers and stored out of reach of children.
This will reduce danger to your children, save the pool equipment, and extend the life of the
chemicals.
- Test the Sanitizer Level Weekly until the Water Freezes
If the sanitizer is low, add some by mixing the sanitizer in a bucket of water, then pouring it in
the deep end of the pool.
- Pool can be kept Clean after the Filter is Winterized
Leaf vacuums use the garden hose for power to clean your pool. They are fast and easily
pick-up leaves and other larger debris. Cleaning several times during the fall makes spring
clean-up half the work.
- After the Pool Thaws, Test the Sanitizer Level Weekly
Until the pool is started, test for appropriate sanitizer levels. If the sanitizer is low, add some
by mixing the sanitizer in a bucket of water, then pouring it in the deep end of the pool.
Some attention to the sanitizer level will keep algae controlled and the water clear. Ignoring the pool,
letting algae grow in the pool is far more expensive, more work for you, and harder on your pool finish.

Periodic cleaning in the fall and spring saves you work and time in spring start-up. It is less work to clean
up small amounts of debris rather than the big mess in the spring if the pool is left unattended.
Be certain and clean your filters in the fall with the right filter cleaner for your filter. Cleaning it now will
keep the filter in good condition, free of oils, and ready for cleaner water in the spring.
Questions? Just call us! We’re here to help you.
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